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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

LOCALIZATION OF POLANÓW:
Polanów District is situated in the Polish
region called West Pomerania, in the northeast of West Pomeranian Voivodship. This
region is considered as the most attractive
for tourists and investors. It borders on the
Pomeranian Voivodship from the east, and
the districts of Malechowo, Sianów, Manowo,
Bobolice and Biały Bór from the north, west
and south. The Polanów District is one of the
greatest scenic beauty area in the
Voivodship.
geographic coordinates:
54o07'N 16o41'E
Voivodship: West Pomeranian
County: Koszalin
District: Polanów
37 km east of Koszalin

AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF THE POLANÓW DISTRICT:
Polanów is the town in Koszalin County, West Pomeranian Voivodship; the
administrative seat of urban-rural District of Polanów. The first information
about the town dates from 1307. The town of Polanów was founded under
German town law next to a castle in 1313. Then the Marian Chapel was
built on the Holy Mountain (Święta Góra) near Polanów and the pilgrim’s
movement was initiated. Polanów has lost many civil liberties by becoming
a private town. The conflicts between burgesses and the lords of the castle
have gone in history of Pomerania. Not until the great fire in 1609
Glasenapp family allowed the burgesses to use traditional seal with gryphon
and built the Town Hall. During Thirty Years’ War Polanów had been
occupied by Swedes for 15 years, who made over the town to
Branderburgians in 1653. During the Swedish invasion of Poland in 1655-1660
Polanów, which was situated near the borders of the Republic of Poland,
were plundered and burned. It was the most tragic fire in the history of
Polanów; only 5 houses, a church and the castle survived untouched. The
next, equally calamitous fire destroyed the town on Easter Saturday in
1736. Rebuilding of the town has been carefully planned and many
prohibitions have been introduced. Building of thatched or one-storey
houses in the centre of Polanów has become strictly forbidden. The new
rules and regulations of 1808 have completely changed the statute of the
town. They have eliminated villeinage towards the owner and equalized
Polanów with the other towns. Polanów has bought the castle estates from
the subsequent owners and then resold it at a profit in 1840. The
development of the town has quickly resulted in the growth of the number
of citizens, foundation of the town hall and opening of the new post link
with Sławno and Miastko.

DEMOGRAPHICAL DATA
The District is inhabited by 14.5%
of the population of the County.

NATURE AND TOURISM
The District is situated in the
regions of the Polanowska Height
(Wysoczyzna Polanowska) and
Bytowskie
Lake
District
(Pojezierze Bytowskie). There are
two nature reserves on the
Grabowa and Wieleń Rivers.
There are Kwiecko Lake in the
south of the District on the kayak
route of the Radew River (from
this place accessible by a kayak).
Three tourist trails run through the
District leading to Polanów: green
trail from Mostowo (Manowo
District) along Radew River, blue
one from Sławno and second
green trail from Biały Bór. Forests
constitutes 55% and arable lands
– 37% of the total surface area of
the District.

COMMUNICATION
The following province roads run
through the Polanów District: : No.
206 from Polanów to Koszalin (38
km) and to Miastko (26km), No. 207 to
Bobolice (26 km) and Sławno (30 km)
and No. 208 from the crossroads
with the No. 207 road, 4 km from
Polanów to Kępice (19 km).
Polanów had its rail links after
building a narrow-gauge railway 750
mm wide from Sławno through
Jacinki and Polanów to Gołogóra. A
year after a second rail link to
Manowo was built. In 1903 normalgauge railway line Grzmiąca - Bobolice
was lengthen to Polanów. In 1921
the section to Korzyb was built. In
1934 the width of the gauge was
changed to 1435 mm (normal-gauge
railway) on the section of Sławno –
Polanów. In 1945 all rail links were
pulled down.
There are 3 post offices in the
District: Nacław (No. 76-006), Polanów
(No. 76-010) i Żydowo by Sławno (No.
76-012).

MONUMENTS:
Bożenice – the manor park, 2nd half of 19th century,
Bukowo - the manor park, 1st half of 19th century,
Cetuo - the castle park, 2nd half of 19th century,
Chocimino – Evangelic Church (currently Roman Catholic), dedicated to St Teresa (pw. św. Teresy), chequered pattern,
18th century,
the castle park, half of 19th century,
Domachowo - the castle park, 19th century,
Garbno – the Evangelic Church (currently Roman Catholic), dedicated to Antoni Padewski, chequered pattern, 1769,
The castle, 1859, the beg. of 20th century,
Karsina - the castle park, half of 19th century,
Komorowo - the church dedicated to the Holy Heart of Virgin Mary (pw. Najświętszego Serca Maryi Dziewicy), 2nd
half of 15th century, 1881,
The manor complex from 19th-20th century, including the manor from the half of 19th century and the park,
Kościernica - the church dedicated to Mary Queen of Poland (pw. MB Królowej Polski), 15th century,
the castle park, 2nd half of 19th century,
Krąg – the church dedicated to the Annunciation (pw. Zwiastowania NMP) including sepulchral chapel, 16th - 17th
century,
The castle (a fortified manor), approx. 15th century, approx. 1580, approx. 1650, 1898-1899,
Krytno - the manor park with avenues, the half of 19th century,
Nacław - zespół pałacowy, 19th – 20th century, including the palace from 1914-1917 and the park,
Rochowo - the manor park, 2nd half of 19th century,
Rzeczyca Mała - the castle park, 1st half of 20th century,
Świerczyna - the manor park, half of 19th, 20th century,
Warblewo - the manor park, 1st half of 19th century,
Wielin - Evangelic Church (currently Roman Catholic), dedicated to Christ the King, chequered pattern-brick, 1698,
The palace complex from the half of 19th century, including the palace (1883, 1894, 1920-1921) and the park,
Żydowo - Evangelic Church (currently Roman Catholic), dedicated to Immaculate Conception of Mary, chequered
pattern, 18th century,
the manor park, 2nd half of 19th century,

Warblewska Góra –
Warblewska Mountain (170 m
above sea level)
The one of the highest rise near
Polanów, called before „the
Great View”. It used to be the
restaurant, the observation dec
and the avenues for pedestrians
there in the past. In the eighties
currently non-existing T-bar lift
was built on the western slope.
Nowadays this place is the focus
of the plan of Active Leisure
Centre with an observation dec,
a ski lift and a toboggan run for
all seasons.

2. THE LAND DEVELOPMENT
CHART

K1- Chairlift – 3 per. or as an alternative Draglift (T-bar lift)
W1- Disc Lift
-Medium-difficult downhill ski run with artificial snowmaking service and lighting
-Very easy downhill ski run with artificial snowmaking service and artificial lighting
-Gravitational tubular slide for all seasons
-Water intake for the purpose of artificial snowmaking service
-Seasonal open skating ring; during summer playground with a scene
-Rope park
-Car parks

1- Hotel
2- Apartments
3- Educational-recreational
Shelter
4- Band shell
5- Catering
6- Social – technical base
7- Café with an observation dec
– recreation of the former
building
8- Control room of the lift
9- Technical building:
transformer station, pump
station, control room, washing
facilities

3. SKI LIFT

For the needs of K1 ski lift, the parameters of the machine are as follows:
Run length on the slope
Height difference
Average inclination of the slope
Number of support posts
Skiing direction
Max skiing speed
Towing device
Number of towing devices
Propelling rope
Rope diameter
Power of the engine
Retaining system
Capacity

- 320m
- 80m
- 25,8%
- 6 items
- left-side
- 2,5 m/s
- for one person
- 54 items
- WS6x36
- 12mm
- 30kW
- Hydraulic
- Mechanic
- 750pers./h

This lift is built from the independent subsystems, so it can be configured at one’s
discretion.
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An example of the ELSTER WE2 type ski lift configuration,
where stations with hydraulic stretch are applied.

An example of of the ELSTER WE2 type ski
lift configuration, where stations with
mechanical stretch are applied.
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PROPELLER STATION
Propeller station of the WE2/SN-00 type is one
of the subsystems of WE-2 ski lift. It is a
construction without retaining ropes,
assembled on the reinforced concrete
foundation with the use of 4 foundation bolts.
It consists of the following subassemblies and
elements:
Drive, that is engine with motoreductor and
electromagnetic brake made by SEW Eurodrive
Polska.
Driving unit is chosen separately depending
on the length of a lift, inclination of a slope, and
the number of towing devices.
Driving wheel D = 2000 mm
Station Tower with the working catwalk and a
crosspiece.
The sets of running wheels visible on the
picture are separate subsystems. Selection of
the sets is independent for every localization of
a ski lift. Power system, emergency system,
and control system are connected with every
propeller station. The station can be placed as
a upper station or a lower station in the ski lift.

TRANSMISSION - RETAINING STATION
Propeller station of the WE2-H/SNP type with
hydraulic stretching system is an alternative
solution for existing ski lifts with mechanical
stretch. It is a construction without retaining ropes,
assembled on the reinforced concrete foundation
with the use of 4 foundation bolts. The station is
dedicated to the ski lift with towing machines for one
person only.
It consists of the following subassemblies and
elements:
Drive, that is a transmission of the R137, R147,
R167 type with an electric engine and
electromagnetic brake made by SEW Eurodrive
Polska. Driving unit is chosen separately depending
on the length of a lift, inclination of a slope and the
number of towing devices.
Driving wheel D = 2000 mm
Hydraulic retaining system with maximum
retaining power Sn = 28kN
Station tower with a track and a crosspiece.
The sets of running wheels visible on the picture are
separate subsystems.

TRANSMISSION STATION
Transmission station of the WE2-H/SP type
can be used as an upper or a lower
station. The station is dedicated to the ski
lift with towing machines for one person
only. It is a construction without retaining
ropes, assembled on the reinforced
concrete foundation with the use of
foundation bolts.
It consists of the following subassemblies
and elements:
Station tower is made of closed
sections. There is a track in an upper part
of a tower, which allows the beam with
transmission pulley to change its position.
The construction of the tower has ona
standard basis an anti-corrosion seal with
the method of hot galvanizing. However,
there is still a possibility of painting the
tower at your will.
Transmission rope running wheel D =
2000 mm with handle and padding.
Crosspiece l = 2500. Crosspiece
supports are welded to the alloy metal
sheet, fixed to the station tower with the
use of bolts.
The sets of running wheels visible on the
picture are separate subsystems.
Selection of the sets is independent for
every localization of a ski lift.

TRANSMISSION –
RETAINING STATION
Propeller station of the WE2/SP-

00 type can be used as an upper
or a lower station. It is an
innovative construction without
retaining ropes, assembled on
the
reinforced
concrete
foundation with the use of M30
foundation bolts of a plate type.
There is no emergency devices
in the subsystem; it consists of
the following sub-assemblies and
elements:
Station towers are made of
closed square sections. There is
a head in the upper part of the
tower, which allows to fix there
other construction elements.
The track of the trolley fixed to
the station towers.
Transmission rope wheel D =
2000 mm
Mechanical retaining system is
made as the rope system at a
scale of 1:2. It ensures a
compensation of length changes
of driving rope of the ski lift. The
weight does not exceed 1500kg.

SUPPORT POST Pt1
The support post of the WE2/PT-00 type is
dedicated to the ski lift with towing
devices for one person only.
The length of these devices amounts to a
maximum of 2.35 m.
It is assembled on the reinforced concrete
foundation with the use of foundation
bolts. The gauge of the support post could
not exceed 60 m.
There is no emergency devices in the
subsystem; post construction consists of
the following elements:
Station towers are made of closed
square sections, ended with ribbed base.
Crosspiece made of square section with
the diagonal installation arm.
The additional element of the post
equipment is the working catwalk fixed
with bolts to the bracket on the shaft of the
post.
The running wheels sets being individual
subsystem of the ski lift WE-2 are fixed to
the crosspieces.

SUPPORT POST Pt2
The support post of the
WE2/Pt2 type is dedicated to
the ski lift with towing
devices for one person only.
Its construction allows
regulating of the arms
height. It is assembled on
the reinforced concrete
foundation with the use of
foundation bolts. The gauge
of the support post could
not exceed 60 m.
There is no emergency
devices in the subsystem.

Intermediate post consists of the following elements:
Support post are made of closed square sections, ended with ribbed base.
Arms of the post are made of square sections
1.5 m length – a course of skiing
0.8 m length – a course of coming back

The running wheels sets being individual subsystem of the ski lift WE-2 are fixed to the arms.
Installation arms allows to fix mobile device to raise the rope.
The additional element of the post equipment is the working catwalk fixed with bolts to the shaft of the post.

THE SETS OF RUNNING WHEELS
In our ski lifts we apply the following sets of running
wheels:
the set of 2 running wheels of the WE2/Z-10 type
the set of 2 running wheels with a guiding wheel
of the WE2/Z-20 type
the set of 4 running wheels of the WE2/Z-40 type

Selection of the sets is made separately for every single
localization of the ski lift.
The sets of running wheels are dedicated to the ski lift with
towing devices for one person only. They are to be installed
on ski lifts station and on the support posts. They can
function as a structural sets or pressing sets.

There were used the following emergency devices in
the subsystems:
rope handle – allows to support and shift of the
rope, which fell of the running wheels. It also allows
the rope harness of towing device to shift.
emergency switch – results in switching off the ski
lift because of breaking of the switch bar by the rope
falling from the running wheels.

TELESCOPIC TOWING DEVICE
Telescopic towing device of the WE2/H-00
type is dedicated to the ski lift with towing
devices for one person only.
It can be applied only if the maximum
inclination of the slope on the ski lift does
not
exceed
42
percent.
There is no emergency devices in the
subsystem; telescopic towing device
consists of the following elements:
rope harness – a harness of a shoe
type.
sling with a harness head.
telescope with a disc.
Appropriate stretching of a telescope and
its folding are allowed by an internal
spring. The propelling spring functioning
as a shock absorber were also applied
here.

EXPANDABLE TOWING DEVICE
The expandable towing device is an
alternative solution for the telescopic
devices. It is dedicated to the ski lift with
towing devices for one person only.
There is no emergency devices in the
subsystem.
The expandable towing device consists of
the following sub-assemblies:
rope harness – a harness of a shoe type..
sling with a harness head
telescope with a disc.
spool with rollaway rope and a disc.
The length of the rope typically amounts to
6 m; it is possible to adjust its length to the
number of towing devices and velocity of
the lift.

THE SCOPE AND SCHEDULE OF WORKS
Installation of complete devices of a ski lift including the electric power
devices and lift control devices.
ski lift documentation required by TDT (Polish Transportation Technical
Supervision),
Building project of a lift in a part connected with steel constructions and
foundations (will be arranged at investor’s request); giving the lift to technical
acceptance by TDT (Polish Transportation Technical Supervision),
Lift control building with the floor area of ca 6 m2, heated, situated near
propeller station, with the access to electric power,
Control room for the transmission station,
Making of earthwork and putting there cables powering ski lift devices,
Laying of control cables (for the ski lift devices),
Making of concrete foundations of support posts and ski lift stations.
Leveling of the ground prior to the start of construction work
Start-up of the installation
The date of making the ski lift devices is no sooner than 3 months from the date of
concluding the agreement with the Investor. The date of technical acceptance by TDT
is no sooner that 3 weeks from completion of the assembly.

3. CHAIRLIFT

For the needs of the chairlift, the parameters of the machine are as follows:
Run length on the slope
Height difference
Average inclination of the slope
Number of support posts
Skiing direction
Max skiing speed
Chairs
Propelling rope
Rope diameter
Retaining system
Capacity
Space between the chairs
Power of the engine
Support power

- 320m
- 80m
- 25,8%
- 4 items
- left-side
- 2,5 m/s
- for two persons
- WS6x36
- 34mm
- Hydraulic
- 1800 pers./h
- 15 m
- 52kW
- DIESEL with hydraulic transmission

PROPELLER STATION
Getting on of the
passengers on the wheel
with the use of so-called
measuring gate opening
when previous chair
passes an axis of a
running wheel.
The propeller station
consists of the following
assemblies:
structural steel
construction of the rope
wheel (a frame)
a rope wheel with a
propeller system
a main engine - electric
an emergency engine combustion
a reductor
a motor brake
a main brake
2 sets of running wheels
There is a control room
equipped with electric
distribution boards and ski
lift control system in the
lower station.

TRANSMISSION – RETAINING STATION
The upper station consists of the following assemblies:
structural steel construction of a rope wheel (frame)
a rope wheel with the mobile trolley of hydraulic retaining and bearing
hydraulic retaining system, servomotor, hydraulic aggregate,
2 sets of running wheels

THE CHAIRLIFT ROUTE:
The support posts are made
of steel towers of a pipe
structure, which include:
sets of running wheels
working catwalks
a rope handle
a rope-fall switch
For the needs of transport of
walkers and skiers we have
double chairs padded with
foam special for this purpose
ensuring comfort and
convenience.

4. GRAVITATIONAL SLIDE FOR
ALL SEASONS

The description of the Alpin-Coaster
gravitational slide made by WIEGAND
the device for all seasons
Vehicles are gravitational-powered
on the track with at least 6%
inclination.
A user decides on his/her own of
the device’s speed using brakes
freely.
Vehicles – double toboggans with
parallel seats.
A driving track is installed over the
ground on a supports anchored
directly in the ground.

The modern and safe gravitational slide
for all seasons is the great attraction.
The ride in a toboggan equipped with a
brake on the shaped track with many
sharp bends provides exquisite
fascinating emotions.
The operation of Alpine-Coster is made in
a closed circuit with the use of integrated
transport system which ensures great
efficiency of the device and safety of the
passengers.
The producer of the device suggests
applying for this purpose a winch of the
Wiegand type, which performs well in the
case of the tracks transporting vehicles
and passengers upwards.

The vehicles are equipped with centrifugal brakes. Moreover,
the rear wheels are equipped with reverse gear lock, which
protect a vehicle from unwanted reversing.
A brake lever is visible and easily accessible and its
structure is to prevent from getting injured.

5. ARTIFICIAL SNOWMAKING
SYSTEM

Technical data of the artificial snowmaking installation
of the ski run.
A pipeline: made of PE high-pressure pipes put into the pit
along the ski run; 5 hydrants powering the snow cannons
placed along the pipeline.
Pumping station: the station placed near the water intake
made of: initial forcing pumping station with a force water
pump put into the water tank
High Pressure Pumping Station with high pressure pump
placed in a water coat in a well made of concrete circles filled
by the initial pump, which leads water to the pipeline on a ski
run.
Wiring: A cable which powers a pumping station, a cable laid in
a pit powering electric boxes by hydrants (snow cannons
powering), a pumping station distribution board.

The distribution boards are installed on the slope, by the hydrants.
They are equipped with 3-phase sockets for connecting of snow cannons and 1phase socket for connecting of local lighting or electrical appliances. Other
equipment of the distribution board – depending the agreement with an investor.

6. SLOPE LIGHTING SYSTEM

Technical data of slope and ski run lighting installation.
Lighting posts: 13 items, posts of octagonal profile; 10 or 12
meters high with a T-type crosswise beam to fixing the
projectors; steel, galvanized
Sources of light: Lighting projectors with metal halide lamps
of 400W wattage, 2 items installed on every lighting post, total
sum of 26 projectors + 2 items installed on every support post
(a ski run) total sum of 12 projectors
Wiring: A control distribution board placed e.g. in a ski lift
control room, power and control cables laid in a pit along
snowmaking line.

The main advantage of this installation is a possibility of lengthen the working time of a
ski lift and a possibility to perform some maintenance works at night-time.
Ski vacations is not only the way of spending holiday or weekend. A few hours long
skiing on a lamplit slope after work during the week becomes more and more popular.

The costs incurred on the lighting installation quickly pays for itself and what is more
the slope lighting raise prestige of a ski run, at the same time making the offer more
attractive.

Correctly made installation should illuminate the following objects:
ski runs
uphill way on a ski slope
a surroundings of a lower ski lift station and a rest place
a way to a station and possibly a car park.

7. SKI LIFT AND SLOPE FOR
CHILDREN (W1)

Previously presented ski lift of the WE2 type is the perfect solution for children and novices (dedicated to
skiing lessons). This type of ski lift has hydraulic retaining which parameters are adjusted for these groups
of skiers.
Skiing lessons on this kind of device allow novices to assimilate from the beginning the appropriate skiing
habits concerning correct behavior on the rope transportation devices installed on the target large slope and
any other ski runs in a big ski centre.
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For the needs of W1 ski lift, the parameters of the machine are as
follows:

Run length on the slope
Height difference
Number of support posts
Max skiing speed
Towing device
Number of towing devices
Propelling rope
Rope diameter
Power of the engine
Retaining system

- 100 – 150 m
- 20m
- 2 items
- 1.5 m/s
- for one person
- 20 items

An alternative solution for a ski lift might be a conveyor belt.
For the needs of a conveyor belt, the parameters of the machine are as follows:
Length
Power
Electric control
Skiing Speed (steady regulation)
Tracks
Structure
Size of a module
Landing
Width of a landing
Width of a conveyor belt
Max capacity

- 100m
- 11kW (3x400v)
- 24v
- 0.1 - 0.6m/sec
- stainless steel
- modular
- 3m
- two-way
- 30cm
- 60cm
- 1440pers./h

SUMMER SLIDE
In order to fully take advantage of the machines we organize a pontoon slide in
summer. The slide has the following parameters:
driving material
- neweplast
width of the track
- 2.1m
Additionally there are parabolic steel elements creating bends (applied when the
slope inclination is over 15%), securing mattresses.

8. ARTIFICIAL SKATING RING PORTABLE

For the needs of the skating ring, the parameters of the object are
as follows:
Size of the skating ring (from the outside) 20m x 40m
1. Cooling aggregate
compact
With two refrigerating cycles
Work in glycol
Automatic work
Noiseless machine
Easy control
2. Cooling pipeline
Modular
Made of EPDM rubber
Easy to assembly, disassembly, transport and store
3. Lighting
Metal halide lamps with a source of light 250W - 8 items
Light, folded, easy to disassembly aluminum posts
Easy to assembly and disassembly

ENTERTAINMENT:
A skating ring is a perfect place to spend your leisure time with your family and
friends. Infrastructure created for this object and investments in its close
surroundings guarantee that soon this place will become winter entertainment
centre.

SPORT, INTEGRATION, LEARNING:
The skating ring is a perfect place to
train and improve your skating skills for
all enthusiasts who go in for sport for
pleasure.
Thanks to the unique character of the
skating ring, the occasional events
organized in this place will have very
interesting and remarkable form.
One of the most important issue
concerning the skating ring is ensuring
its cooperation with local schools and
also taking advantage of the place by
promotion of the physical culture for the
children.

9. OBSERVATION – VIEWING
TOWER

For the needs of the observation – viewing tower, the parameters
of the object are as follows:
reinforced concrete structure,
diameter of the reinforced concrete skeleton, outer – Ø 2.00
m to Ø 2.40 m,
thickness of the walls : 0.20 m.,
height up to the reinforced concrete ceiling /an observer’s
level/ :
H = + 32.0 m do H = + 44.0 m,
outer structure – steel and galvanized,
vertical communication – winding staircase.
the reinforced concrete skeleton of the tower made
according to the slide technology / monolithic structure/.

The observation tower in Polanów
which is situated on top of the
Warblewska Mountain can function
as an observation point for woodland
of the local forest district office. An
observer at these kind of towers is
supposed to be equipped with
essential tools and in case of fire
he/she determines its direction and
approximate distance from the tower
and calls a duty officer of the alert
and disposition post in the local
forest district office, where there are
taken decisive steps to extinguish a
fire.
The observation tower was made of
reinforced concrete; the diameter of
the outer skeleton is 2.40 m and
thickness of the walls - 20 cm. The
observation room of the steel
structure is in octagon shape. In
order to prevent adverse weather
conditions during summer days due
to high air temperature outside, the
solar control and low emission glass
was applied in the observation room.
(Total energy transmission solar factor
= approx. 30 – 35 [%])

Moreover, the tower can be
used as a viewing area thanks
to building of an observation dec
under the observation point.

10. ROPE PARK

Rope parks are specially prepared grounds for the
purpose of play with ropes. It is a perfect
entertainment for everyone, for children and
teenagers as well as for adults. The rope parks
provide you unforgettable emotions, adrenaline and
physical effort in the fresh air. They are usually
situated in forest, on big, solid trees, where the
wooden platforms connected with steel ropes
constitutes the obstacle paths for the adventureseekers. Every section of the path consists of
different obstacles: Tibetan bridges, footbridges,
bushman’s stick, slide on diagonal rope, horizontal
beam crossing or even Tarzan’s Leap. In order to go
through the path safely, you have to have safety
measures accessible in the Park’s office – wear
helmet on your head, special harness with snaphooks, blocks and lunges and undergo short training
led by the park instructor how to use the equipment.

The Kids Obstacle Path: for 3 – 12 year old kids. The path consists of small
houses built on the trees at 2 m above the ground and colorful easy rope
obstacles. The path does not require children to use climbing equipment.
The safe measures are safety nets.

Adventure type
paths – rope
obstacle paths with
safety gear required
dedicated for
persons older than
8 years. The paths
differ in the respect
of height and
difficulty of the
obstacles.

The Tower of Power – 16-meters tower
based on wooden stilt construction.
The tower acts as a viewing and
recreational area.
Entrance ways: a staircase or a safe
ladder, a climbing wall, a Jacob’s
ladder, a combination
Exit ways: a staircase or a safe ladder,
Power Fan – a machine to safe vertical
jumps, Big Swing – a jump on
pendulum, Zipline – a very long rope
slide – approx. 150m

11. ACCOMMODATION AND
CATERING

Owing to the fact that the leisure centre functions efficiently and successfully, we
suggest building of the accommodation base. The building is to be situated 400 m
from the ski run, near the road and car park.
We suggest building of the pension finally for approximately 40 persons without
developed infrastructure in the initial stage of the investment.

An alternative solution for the one presented above is building of
the hotel with full technical infrastructure for 200 persons in the
second stage of the investment.

APARTMENTS

